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Absorption Lines: The dark lines appearing in a star’s spectrum . They are caused by the gases in the star’s 
atmosphere absorbing light at particular wavelengths (colors), and provide detailed information about the 
star .

Adaptive Optics: Telescope instrumentation that attempts to correct images blurred by poor sight to restore 
lost detail .

Altazimuth: A mounting for a telescope that allows it to be moved about a vertical (azimuth) axis . It acts in 
the same way as a surveyor’s theodolite, allowing the telescope to be pointed to any part of the sky . Unlike 
the equatorial, movements of both axes are needed to track stars . 

Altitude: The angular height of a celestial object above the horizon (ranging from zero degrees at the 
horizon to 90 degrees at the zenith) . 

Aperture: The diameter of the light-collecting component of a telescope, usually its mirror (for a reflector) 
or a lens (for a refractor) . 

Azimuth: The compass-bearing of a celestial object, measured in degrees from north (through east) .

Black Hole: An object of such extreme density that nothing can escape its gravitational pull, 
not even light . 

Chromatic Aberration: Colored halos in the images formed by a lens resulting from the unequal refraction 
of different colors at its surfaces .

Coma: An error in the image of a star away from the center of the field of view causing it to take on the 
appearance of a comet with a short tail . 

Concave Lens: One that is thinner in the center than at the edge .

Convex Lens: one that is thicker in the center than at the edge . 

Equatorial: A mounting for a telescope that allows it to be moved about an axis parallel to the Earth’s 
(called the polar axis, because it points to the celestial pole) . A second axis at right angles to this (the 
declination axis) allows the telescope to be pointed to any part of the sky . Once an object has been found, 
the telescope only needs to be moved about the polar axis to track it . 

Field of View: The angular diameter of the circular area seen through an optical instrument, usually quoted 
in degrees .

Focal Length: The distance from a lens or mirror to its focal point .

Focal Point: The position at which a lens or mirror forms an image of a distant object .

Galaxy: A gigantic system of stars, gas and dust, exemplified by the Milky Way Galaxy of which the Sun is 
a member . Galaxies, now known in very large numbers throughout the Universe, were originally 
indistinguishable from nebulae .

Glossary of Space Terms
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Instrumentation: Auxiliary equipment attached to a telescope which measures and analyzes the light or 
radiation from celestial objects .

Light-year: The distance light travels in one year, equal to 9 .5 million km .

Magnification: The number of times larger a distant object appears viewed through a telescope rather than 
the unaided eye .

Micrometer (or Eyepiece micrometer): A device with moveable threads used to measure small angles 
using a telescope (i .e ., the diameter of a planet or the separation of a double star) .

Mounting: The structure that supports the tube of the telescope and allows it to be pointed in 
different directions .

Nebula: A celestial object appearing indistinct and misty . Originally used for all such objects, the term now 
refers specifically to clouds of gas and dust . 

Objective: A lens or mirror that is the main light collecting component of a telescope and forms images of 
distant objects . 

Reflecting telescope or reflector: A telescope whose main light collecting component is a curved 
(concave) mirror . 

Refracting telescope or refractor: A telescope whose main light collecting component is a convex glass 
lens or combination of lenses .

Refraction: The bending of light as it crosses 
from one transparent medium to another (i .e ., 
from air into glass) .

Resolution: The fineness of the detail that can 
be revealed by a telescope .

Supernova: The cataclysmic explosion of a 
massive star at the end of its life .

Universe: Everything that can ever be 
detected, encompassing all of space, time, 
matter and radiation .

Zenith: The point directly overhead . 

Source: Watson, Fred . Stargazer: The Life and 
Times of the Telescope . Da Capo Press, 2005 .
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Contrary to popular opinion, Galileo did not invent the telescope . In 1609 the great 
Italian scientist became the first man to turn his telescope toward the stars and see the 
craters of the moon, sunspots, the four large moons of Jupiter, and the rings of Saturn . 
He saw the rings as “horns” since his telescope could not resolve the gap between the 
rings . His telescope provided limited magnification – only 30 power – and a narrow field 
of view; Galileo could see no more than a quarter of the moon’s face at a time without 
moving his telescope . Following is a chronological history of the invention and development 
of the telescope .

From 3500 B.C. until about 1900 A.D.

H c . 3500 B .C . Phoenicians cooking on sand discover glass .

H 424 B .C . Aristophanes uses a glass sphere filled with water to start fires . Lenses would not be used to 
study the stars for 2000 years .

H 14th century–convex lenses to correct farsightedness are developed .

H 15th century–concave lenses to correct nearsightedness are developed .

H 1608–In the Netherlands, Hans Lippershey discovers that holding two lenses up some distance apart 
bring objects closer . He applies for a patent on his invention . This is the first documented creation of a 
telescope . The idea is independently developed by Jacub Metius and Sacharias Janssen . The patent to 
Lippershey is denied .

H 1609–Galileo, after simply hearing that the device was invented, builds several telescopes of his own 
and turns them toward the heavens . This is the first documented case of the telescope being used to study 
the stars, planets, moon, and sun .

H 1611–The term “telescope” is coined by Prince Frederick Sesi at a reception where Galileo is 
demonstrating his instruments .

H 1611–Johannes Kepler switches from a concave eyepiece to a convex eyepiece . This not only allowed a 
larger field of view, but it allowed for the projection of images (such as the sun) onto a flat white screen . 
Although the images are inverted, Kepler demonstrates how a third convex lens turns the images 
right-side-up again . The use of a third lens also degrades the images, so this form of the telescope is 
not widely used . For terrestrial applications, particularly military applications, the Galilean form of the 
telescope is the most widely used . Johannes Kepler studies the human eye and notices that the eye’s lens 
is hyperboloidal . He suggests the use of hyperboloidal lenses in the telescope . Spherical lenses are not 
very sharp because they smear the rays of light over a very small area, a phenomenon now known as 
spherical abberation . 

H 1636–Marin Mersenne hit upon the idea of using two paraboloidal mirrors instead of lenses, but he 
never builds this telescope, having been persuaded by Descartes that it could never work . The main ad-
vantage of using mirrors over refracting lenses is that mirrors focus all points of the spectrum at the same 
point–no chromatic aberration!

an early history 
of the telescope
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H 1637–Rene Descartes demonstrated that speherical lenses cannot produce pinpoints of light . He 
studies elliptical and hyperboloidal lenses and demonstrates that different combinations of hyperboloi-
dal lenses or elliptical lenses will produce a pinpoint of light and a sharper image . He has a Parisian 
optician produce hyperboloidal lenses for a demonstration, but the lenses are a failure . Although the 
lenses corrected for spherical abberation, they introduced another problem–chromatic abberation, 
which made the problem worse . Chromatic abberation means that different colors are focused at 
widely differing points, producing smeared images with halos around them .

H 1663–James Gregory designed a telescope using a concave primary mirror (slightly hyperboloid) and 
a concave ellipsoidal secondary mirror . The first mirror gathers the light and reflects it onto the 
secondary . The secondary mirror focuses the light back through a hole in the primary mirror . This is the 
basis for many telescopes made today, but the opticians of his time were not able to produce mirrors 
of high enough quality to give good results .

H 1668–Newton produces the first successful reflecting telescope, using a two-inch diameter concave 
spherical mirror, a flat, angled secondary mirror, and a convex eyepiece lens . As is often the case 
in physics, the simplest solution is often the most practical one . The reflector telescope that Newton 
designed opened the door to magnifying objects millions of times–far beyond what could ever be 
obtained with a lens . There were problems with his mirror . It was made of copper and tin (called 
“speculum”) and polished to a high degree of reflectivity . It would tarnish quickly and need re-polishing 
at least twice a year . Newton was the most important thinker of his day, and he believed that only 
mirrors would eliminate chromatic abberation and that it could never be done with lenses . 
 
The mirror telescopes of the day suffered from poor image quality . This was due to the use of a 
spherically ground primary mirror . Newton’s mirror did not bring all rays of light to common focus . 
The shape of the mirror, if extended 360 degrees, would make a complete circle . Such a mirror is 
incapable of bringing central light beams to the same point of focus as those nearer the rim . It wasn’t 
until 1730 when John Short corrected this problem (for on-axis light) by parabolizing the mirror . 

H 1668–Robert Hooke demonstrates how to shorten the tube by using three or four perfectly flat mirrors 
to reflect the image back and forth in a shorter tube . A 60-foot long telescope can be reduced to 12 
feet long, greatly simplifying support and stability .

H 1672–Cassegrain proposed a similar design using a convex secondary mirror that allowed the tube 
to be shortened even more . More importantly, it cancelled abberations from the primary mirror and 
would have resulted in much sharper images, had opticians been able to produce quality mirrors . It is 
interesting that Gregory, Cassegrain, and later Newton were able to invent designs that were so far 
ahead of their time that no one could actually make one .

H 1673–Johannus Hevelius realized that the longer the telescope was, the closer together the different 
colored points of light would be at the focal point, yielding a sharper image . He constructs a telescope 
140 feet long which probably gave very sharp images, but it was almost impossible to keep the two 
lenses aligned because the supporting structure (usually a long tube) could not be made rigid enough .

H 1675–Christian Huygens suggests getting rid of the supporting structure and mounting the objective 
lens on the top of a long pole . These were called “aerial telescopes” because they were open to the 
air . They were also much easier to build and use . At the same time, Huygens developed a compound 
negative eyepiece using two air-spaced convex lenses . This arrangement cancelled out some of the 
chromatic aberration that occurred in a single lens eyepiece .
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H 1729–Chester Moor Hall develops an achromatic lens . Two pieces of glass with different indices of 
refraction can be combined to produce a lens that tends to focus most colors at a very close (though not 
exact) point . Red and Green neatly blended at a point, but blue-violet still missed that point by a small 
amount . The result was a much sharper image with violet halos around brighter objects . Refractors are 
suddenly popular again . The images still show simple optical distortion around the edges, which mirrors 
developed around the same time did not .

H 1730–The Scottish Instrument maker James Short invents the first parabolic and elliptic, distortionless 
mirror ideal for reflecting telescopes . Short accomplished this in a very practical manner: Since parallel 
rays nearer to the center of a spherical mirror overshoot the marginal rays coming from the edge of the 
mirror, why not just deepen the center to bring all the rays of light to the same point of focus? James Short 
built over 1,360 telescopes . All had speculum mirrors . (It wasn’t until the 1850’s that silver replaced 
speculum . Silver had a longer lifespan, but still loses reflectivity quickly over time due to oxidation . By  
1930, telescope mirrors were being coated with aluminum, which is further overcoated with a clear 
coating .) Short was closely involved with the Transit of Venus observations made throughout the world on 
6th June 1761 . His instruments travelled on the ship Endeavour with Captain Cook to observe the Transit 
of Venus on 3rd June 1769 . 

H 1757–John Dolland improves upon the achromatic objective lens by placing a concave flint glass lens 
between two convex crown glass lenses . This triplet uses the natural differences between the refractive 
indices of the two types of glass to cancel out chromatic aberration even more . Some historians claim that 
the triplet was introduced in 1765 by Peter, son of John Dolland . Many excellent telescopes of this kind 
were made by him .

H 1789–Sir William Herschel constructs a forty foot long telescope with a four-foot diameter mirror . 
Reflector telescopes have become popular again because they can be built with enormous mirrors, 
capable of gathering hundreds or even thousands of times more light than a refractor . Today we call them 
“light buckets .”

H 1893–H . Dennis Taylor, optical manager of T . Cooke & Sons of York, makers of astronomical telescopes, 
designed and patented the revolutionary, and now famous, triplet design (British patent no . 1991) . This lens 
eliminated the optical distortion at the outer edge of the lenses . The Cooke Triplet was a significant improve-
ment of the Dolland triplet of more than a century earlier . The Cooke Triplet is made of three 
different types of glass: Schott’s baryta light flint glass, Schott’s boro-silicate flint glass, and Schott’s light 
silicate crown glass . The lenses are air-spaced, that is, not touching each other .

 Postscript: It wasn’t until the mid-nineteenth century that opticians managed to get blue-violet to join red and 
green at the same point of focus . The use of flourite as an element in the doublet objectives of high-powered 
optical microscopes was copied by telescope makers . Three element telescope designs (triplets) with one 
element made of flourite now produce images that appear perfectly focused and free of all chromatic 
aberration to the human eye as well as to film and CCD’s .

 Source: http://www .antiquetelescopes .org/history .html 
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1918 Hooker Telescope begins operations at Mt . Wilson Observatory in Pasadena, 
CA . Edwin Hubble used this telescope to measure the velocities of galaxies 
which would help contribute to his theory that the universe is expanding . 

1932 The conception of the “space telescope” is born after an article is published by 
rocket scientist Hurman Oberth . 

1969 The National Academy of Sciences approves Large Space Telescope (LST) 
project due largely to the support of Astrophysicst Lyman Spitzer and numerous 
astronomers . 

1977 American congress approves funding for massive space telescope and calls it 
Hubble in honor of early astronomer Edwin Hubble .

1981 Space Telescope Science Institute begins operations in Baltimore, MD .

1984 Space Telescope–European Coordinating Facility begins operations in Munich, 
Germany .

April 24, 1990 Shuttle Discovery (STS-31) is launched with Hubble Telescope aboard . 

April 25, 1990 Hubble is deployed into space with Wide Field Planetary Camera (WFPC), 
Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS), Faint Object Spectrometer 
(FOS), Faint Object Camera (FOC), and High Speed Photometer (HSP) .

 June 25, 1990 A spherical aberration is discovered in the Hubble Telescope’s primary mirror 
which makes photos very blurry .

 The fabrication of COSTAR, a complex combination of five optical mirror pairs, 
is approved . These mirrors are believed to be capable of repairing Hubble’s 
spherical aberration .

December 2, 1993 First Servicing Mission (STS-61) is launched . 

 -Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement (COSTAR) are installed . 

 -Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) and Solar Arrays 2 (SA2) replace 
Wide Field Planetary Camera 1 (WFPC1) and Solar Array, respectively .

 -#2 and #3 Rate Sensor Units, two Gyro Electronic Control Units, and eight 
electrical fuses replaced . 

 -Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph Redundancy (GHRS) kit, two new 
magnetometers, and two protective magnetometer covers are installed .

Hubble Timeline
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February 11, 1997 Second Servicing Mission (STS-82) is launched . 

 -Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) is replaced with the Space Telescope 
Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) . 

 -Fine Guidance Sensor #1 is replaced with a new sensor capable of more 
advanced ground-controlled alignment corrections .

 -Optical Control Electronics Enhancement Kit (OCE-EK) is installed .

 -#1 Engineering Science Recorder (ESTR) is replaced with Solid State Recorder 
(SSR) and #2 ESTR replacement with spare ESTR unit .

 -#1 of four Reaction Wheel Assemblies (RWA) is replaced with refurbished 
spare .

 -#2 Data Interferface Unit (DIU) and #2 Solar Array Drive Electronics (SADE) 
are replaced with refurbishes units .

 -More durable covers placed on Magnetic Sensing System (MSS) .

October 29, 1998 HST Orbital Systems Test (HOST – STS-95) is launched to test new technologies 
to be added to Hubble in future repair missions .

December 19, 1999 Third Servicing Mission 3A (STS-103) is launched . 

 -All three Rate Sensing Units (RSU) are replaced .

 -New computer is installed which is 20x faster and has 6x more memory .

 -Original reel-to-reel data recorder replaced with digital Solid State Recorder 
(SSR) which is faster, more reliable, and has 10x the memory .

 -#2 of three Fine Guidance Sensors (FGS) is replaced .

 -Failed S-Band Single Access Transmitter (SSAT) is replaced such that data can 
be relayed back to Earth .

 -Voltage/Temperature Improvement Kits (VIKs) are installed on wiring between 
Solar Arrays and batteries to provide more control to Hubble’s battery charging . 

 -Shell/Shield Replacement Fabric (SSRF) installed over original Multi-Layer 
Insulation to add thermal protection .

 -Handrail Covers installed around handrails above Fine Guidance Sensor Bay to 
prevent contamination to Aft Shroud from flaking handrail paint .

 -New Outer Blanket Layers (NOBLs) is installed on Bay 1 .
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March 1, 2002 Fourth Servicing Mission 3B (STS-109) is launched . 

 -The Faint Object Camera (FOC) is replaced with the Advanced Camera for 
Surveys (ACS) .

 -NICMOS Cooling System (NCS) [composed of a cryogenic cooler and a 
radiator] are installed to revive the NICMOS instrument .

 -Solar Arrays 2 (SA2) are replaced with smaller, more efficient Solar Arrays 3 
(SA3) .

 -#2 of three Rate Sensor Units are replaced .

 -#1 of four Reaction Wheel Assemblies (RWA) are replaced with a refurbishing 
unit to assist in Hubble’s pointing control system .

 -Power Control Unit (PCU) is replaced to take full advantage of the additional 
power generated by the new solar arrays .

 -New Outer Blanket Layers (NOBLs) are installed on Bays 1, 9, and 10 . 

May 11, 2009 Final Servicing Mission 4 (STS-125) is launched . 

 -Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) is replaced with the Wide Field 
Camera 3 (WFC3) .

 -Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement (COSTAR) is replaced 
with the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) .

 -Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) and Advanced Camera for 
Surveys (ACS) are repaired .

 -Gyroscopes, #2 of three Fine Guidance Sensors (FGS), the batteries, and the 
Science Instrument Control and Data Handling (SIC&DH) are replaced .

 -Soft Capture Mechanism (SCM) and the New Outer Blanket Layers (NOBL) on 
Bays 5, 7, and 8 are installed .
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H Hubble, the world’s first space-based optical telescope was named after the American astronomer 
Edwin P . Hubble who confirmed that the universe is expanding . This confirmation led to the adoption of 
the widely accepted “Big Bang” Theory .

H It took hundreds of people and $1 .5 billion to build the 
Hubble telescope .

H Hubble is 43 .5 feet long, and has a diameter of 14 feet 
– the size of a large school bus .

H Hubble weighs 24,500 lbs (11,110 kg) – or the weight 
of two grown elephants . 

H Hubble’s solar arrays cover 384 square feet (36 square 
meters) – or the area of a highway billboard .

H The two mirrors on Hubble were designed to prevent 
deviations from a perfect curve by more than 
1/800,000 of an inch . If the mirrors were scaled up to 
the diameter of the Earth, the largest deviation would be 
no more than six inches tall!

H Hubble uses around the same amount of energy as 
twenty-eight 100-watt light bulbs each time it orbits the 
Earth . 

H Aiming Hubble is like aiming a laser pointer at a dime 
that is 200 miles away . When locking onto objects, 
Hubble must be capable of withstanding deviations 
of more than the width of a human hair seen from a 
mile away .

H The first image taken by the Hubble Telescope was of Star Cluster NGC 3532 on May 20, 1990 . 

H NASA has theorized that there are approximately 175 billion galaxies in the universe . These galaxies 
range from “dwarves” with as few as 10 million stars to “giants” with as many as a 
trillion stars . 

H Based on findings from Hubble, astronomers have predicted that our Milky Way galaxy contains 
approximately 200 billion stars .

H Hubble transmits 120GB of data per week which is stored on magneto-optical disks . This amount of 
data is equivalent to 3,600 ft (1,097 m) of books stacked front to back . 

H The Hubble Telescope orbits the Earth at a rate of 5 miles per second . It would only take Hubble 
10 minutes to make a coast-to-coast trip across the United States .

Hubble fun facts
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JANUARy:

 4: The Mars Rover Spirit lands in Gusev crater followed by the Rover Opportunity landing in the 
Meridiani Planum on the opposite side of Mars from Spirit, on January 25, 2004 (2004)

 24: Voyager 2 visits its third planet during its flyby of Uranus (1986)

 31: Explorer 1 becomes the first U .S . satellite to orbit the Earth (1958)

FEBRUARy:

 3–11: Cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev becomes the first Russian to fly aboard a U .S . space shuttle (1994)

 6: Astronaut Alan Shepard hits golf balls on the moon (1971)

 19: Mir space station launches (1986)

 20: John Glenn is the first American to orbit the Earth in Mercury 6 (1962)

MARCh:

 2: Launch of unmanned Pioneer 10: Earth’s first space 
probe to an outer planet, the first spacecraft to travel 
through the asteroid belt, the first spacecraft to make 
direct observations and obtain close-up images of 
Jupiter, and the first man-made object to leave the 
solar system . Pioneer 10 sent its last communication 
back to Earth on January 22, 2003, while 7 .6 billion 
miles from home (1972)

 14: Astronaut Norman Thagard launched with Cosmo-
nauts Vladimir Dezhurov and Gennady Strekalov 
aboard a Russian Soyuz to spend 115 days on Mir 
(1995)

 16: Robert H . Goddard flies first successful liquid-fueled 
rocket (1926)

 29: Mariner 10 becomes the first spacecraft to fly past 
the planet Mercury (1974)

Space Milestone Calendar
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ApRiL:

 1: Tiros 1, the first weather satellite, is launched by the U .S . (1960)

 12: Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin becomes the first human to enter space and return safely (1961)

 12: The first Space Shuttle, Columbia, is launched (1981)

 12: Cosmonauts Day 

 16: Anniversary of Apollo 16 (1972)

 24: Deployment of Hubble (1990)

 25: The U .S . Senate ratifies the Outer Space Treaty banning nations from placing nuclear weapons 
or any other weapons of mass destruction in orbit of Earth, installing them on the Moon or any 
other celestial body, or to otherwise station them in outer space . The treaty also exclusively 
limits the use of the Moon and other celestial bodies to peaceful purposes (1967)

MAy:

 5: Alan Shepard becomes the first American to travel to space in Mercury 3 (1961)

 6: Worldwide celebration of Space Day

 14: United States launches its first experimental space station, the Skylab (1973)

 20: Launch of the first of two spacecraft called Pioneer Venus, which would study the Venusian 
atmosphere (1978)

 25: U .S . President John F . Kennedy announces the goal of sending astronauts to the moon before 
the end of the decade (1961)

 28: A Jupiter rocket launches Able, a rhesus monkey, and Miss Baker, a squirrel monkey, to 
become the first living beings to successfully return to Earth after traveling in space on a 
 suborbital flight (1959)
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JUNE:

 3: Astronaut Ed White conducts first-ever American space walk, spending 22 minutes outside his 
Gemini 4 spacecraft as it passed over North America (1965)

 13: Pioneer 10 passes the orbit of Neptune and becomes the first human made object to leave the 
solar system (1983)

 17: Russian astronaut Valentina Tereshkova is the first woman in space (1963)

 18: Sally Ride becomes first American woman in space with launch of shuttle mission STS-7 aboard 
the space shuttle Challenger (1983)

 21: SpaceShipOne completes the first privately funded human spaceflight . It goes on to win the X 
Prize on October 4 (2004)

 24: Anniversary of the first Frenchman in space, Jean Loup Chretien (1982)

 29: Twenty years after the Apollo-Soyuz flight allows U .S ./U .S .S .R . handshake in space, the Space 
Shuttle Atlantis makes the first U .S . rendezvous with Russian Space Station Mir (1995)

JULy:

 1: The Cassini–Huygens joint NASA/European Space Agency (ESA) mission reaches the planet 
Saturn . While the NASA Cassini spacecraft orbits Saturn, the ESA Huygens probe lands on 
Saturn’s moon Titan on January 14, 2005 (2004)

 4: Pathfinder lands on Mars . The rover Sojourner would go on to explore the Martian surface for 
more than 80 days (1997)

 8: Dr . Naito-Mukai becomes the first Japanese woman in space (1994) 

 10: Telstar 1, the first commercial satellite designed to transmit television and data communications, 
is launched (1962)

 15: Apollo-Soyuz Test Project is the first international manned space flight to test out cooperated 
space rescue and docking (1975)

 16: Launch of Apollo 11 (1969)

 17: A U .S . Apollo spacecraft and a Soyuz spacecraft (of the U .S .S .R .) join in orbit over the Atlantic 
Ocean (1975)

 20: Neil Armstrong becomes the first man to walk on the moon during the Apollo 11 mission . As he 
steps onto the surface of the moon he says “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for 
mankind” (1969)

 23: NASA launches America’s first environmental sensing satellite, Landsat 1, aboard a Delta 
rocket (1972)
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 26: Apollo 15 launches to moon with first lunar rover (1971)

 31: First Swiss astronaut, Claude Nicollier, to space (1992)

 31: First Italian astronaut, Franco Mallerba, to space (1992)

AUGUST:

 2: First televised liftoff from the moon, Apollo 15 (1971)

 4: Phoenix lander launches on its way to explore the northern pole of Mars (2007)

 8: Launch of Genesis, which would collect samples of atoms from solar wind . Genesis would be 
the first attempt to return samples to Earth since the Apollo moon mission in 1972 (2001)

 12: NASA launches the first Delta I rocket, built by Douglas Aircraft . It boosted Echo I, first passive 
communications satellite, into space (1960)

 14: Lunar Orbiter I is the first U .S . spacecraft to orbit the Moon (1966)

 14–22: National Science Week in Australia

 18: U .S . launches its first successful reconnaissance satellite, Discoverer, as part of the Corona 
project (1960)

 20: Launch of Viking 1, the first orbiter and lander sent to Mars . Viking 2 would launch a few 
weeks later . Both landed safely on Mars and for six years sent back the first set of images and 
data from the Martian surface (1975)

 20: Launch of Voyager 2, one of a pair of spacecraft sent by NASA on what was supposed to 
be a five-year mission to study Jupiter and Saturn . Voyagers 1 and 2 continue to send back 
pictures and data today, from nearly 10 billion miles away (1977)

 21: Launch of Gemini 5, carrying astronauts Gordon Cooper and Charles Conrad on an eight-day 
mission to test rendezvous guidance and navigation systems, as well as study how humans 
could handle long-term exposure to a space environment . Gemini would be the critical link 
between the early Mercury Project and the Apollo missions (1965)

 30: Guion S . Bluford, Jr ., becomes first black man in space with launch of shuttle mission STS-8 
aboard the space shuttle Challenger (1983)
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SEpTEMBER:

 5: Launch of Voyager 1 (1977)

 12: Mamoru Mohri becomes the first Japanese astronaut in space (1992)

 12: Jan Davis and Mark Lee become the first married couple in space (1992)

 25: Sigmund Jahn becomes the first German in space (1978)

OCTOBER:

 1: US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) forms after Congress passes the 
National Aeronautics and Space Act (1958)

 4: The beginning of the Space Age: Sputnik I is the first satellite to orbit Earth (1957)

 4–10: World Space Week

 5: Kathryn Sullivan becomes the first American woman to walk in Space (1984)

 11: Apollo 7, the first piloted Apollo mission lifts off (1968)

 13: First live TV broadcast from space (1968)

 29: Space Shuttle Discovery lifts off with John Glenn aboard . Glenn, the first American to orbit 
Earth, now becomes the oldest man to fly in space at the age of 77 (1998)

NOVEMBER:

 2: The crew of Expedition One, astronaut Bill Shepherd and cosmonauts Yuri Gidzenko and 
Sergei Krikalev, dock at the International Space Station . They are the first people to take up 
residence at the ISS, staying there for several months (2000)

 3: Sputnik II launches with Laika the dog aboard, the first living creature to go into space (1957)

 9: First test flight of the Saturn V rocket, which would carry dozens of spacecraft into space in the 
years to come (1967)

 20: First piece of the International Space Station is launched (1998)

 26: Rudolfo Vela becomes the first Mexican in Space (1985)
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DECEMBER:

 3: Pioneer 10 takes first close up pictures of Jupiter (1973)

 3: “Anniversary of Flight,” the Wright Brothers (1903)

 4–18: Gemini 7/Gemini 6A missions . Gemini 7 spends a two week marathon in orbit and is visited 
by Gemini 6A which flies within two feet of Gemini 7 . These missions demonstrated people 
could withstand weightlessness for the duration of a trip to the moon and the first ever space 
rendezvous (1965)

 4: Launch of Mars Pathfinder (1996)

 4: Space Shuttle Endeavor makes first assembly trip to the International Space Station (1998)

 9: Pioneer Venus 2 space probes reach Venus, dropping four probes to the planet’s surface 
(1978)

 14: NASA’s Mariner 2 spacecraft visits the planet Venus . It was the first spacecraft to encounter 
another planet (1962)

 14: Anniversary of Apollo 17, marking the last man to walk on the moon: US Astronaut Gene 
Cernan (1972)

 21: Apollo 8 is the first manned lunar orbit mission (1968)

 24: Apollo 8 makes ten orbits around the moon . The famous Earthrise photo is taken and the astro-
nauts spontaneously read from Genesis to the world (1968)
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How do we know that Saturn was married more than once? 
Because it has so many rings!

Which chocolate bars do you eat in space? 
Milky Ways and Mars bars .

When do astronauts have lunch? 
At launch time .

What kind of saddle do you put on a space horse? 
A saddle-lite .

How does the universe hold up its pants? 
With an asteroid belt .

Why wouldn’t you give Saturn a bath? 
It would leave a ring around the tub .

What kinds of songs do the planets like to sing? 
Nep-tunes .

What kind of star wears sunglasses? 
A movie star .

Why are parties on Mercury never fun? 
Because it has no atmosphere!

Did you hear about the astronaut who stepped 
in chewing gum? 
He got stuck in orbit .

What did Saturn say to Jupiter? 
I’ll give you a ring this weekend .

How far can you see on a clear day? 
93 million miles! From here to the sun .

Why does the moon orbit the Earth? 
To get to the other side .

How do you get a baby astronaut to sleep? 
You rock-et .

Space Jokes
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3rd Planet – Modest Mouse

8 Miles High – The Byrds

2000 Lightyears from Home – 
The Rolling Stones

Across the Universe – The Beatles

Another Girl, Another Planet – 
The Only Ones

Armstrong – John Stewart

Armstrong, Aldrin, and Collins – The Byrds

Astro – The White Stripes

Astronaut – G . Love

Astronomy Domine – Pink Floyd

Ballad of John Glenn, The – Roy West

Beagle 2 – Blur 

Black Hole Sun – Soundgarden

Blast off Columbia – Roy McCall and 
Southern Gold

Blue Moon – The Marcels

Calling Occupants of Interplanetary Craft – 
The Carpenters

Champagne Supernova – Oasis

Come Sail Away – Styx

Cosmic Girl – Jamiroquai

Countdown – Rush

Dark Star – Grateful Dead

Destination Moon – Dinah Washington

Drops of Jupiter – Train

Eclipse – Pink Floyd

Epic Ride of John H. Glenn – Walter Brennan 
and the Johnny Mann Singers

Final Countdown, The – Europe

Fireball XL5 – Barry Gay

First Indian on the Moon – Paul McCartney

Fly Me to the Moon – Frank Sinatra

Flying for Me – John Denver

Hallo Spaceboy – David Bowie

Happy Blues for John Glenn – 
Sam Lightnin’” Hopkins

Hey Mr. Spaceman – The Byrds

I Don’t Want to Live on the Moon – 
Shawn Colvin

I Lost my Heart to a Starship Trooper – 
Hot Gossip

I’m the Urban Spaceman – 
The Bonzo Dog Band

Intergalactic – The Beastie Boys

Interplanet Janet – Schoolhouse Rock

Interstellar Overdrive – Pink Floyd

Into the Black Hole – 
Ayreon feat Bruce Dickenson

Into the Void – Black Sabbath

Journey to the Stars – The Ventures

Jupiter Hollow – The Band

Knights of Cydonia – Muse

Ladies and Gentlemen, We are Floating 
in Space – Spiritualized

Lady Stardust – David Bowie

Let There be More Light – Pink Floyd

Life on Mars – David Bowie

Man on the Moon – REM

Manta Ray – The Pixies

Major Tom – Peter Schilling

Meteor – Virginia Coalition

Space songs
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Moon Maiden – Duke Ellington

My House on Mars – Ayreon

Night Flight to Venus – Boney M

One Small Step – Ayreon

Out of Space – The Prodigy

Painkiller – Judas Preist

Planet Caravan – Black Sabbath

Planet Chair – The B-52s

Planet of Sound – The Pixies

Planet Telex – Radiohead

Pluto – 2 Skinnee J’s 

Ride on a Meteorite – Antares

Ride Sally, Ride – Casse Culver

Riding on the Rocket – Shonen Knife

Rocket – Yellowcard

Rocket Man – Elton John

Rocket Ride – KISS

Satellite – Smash Mouth

Saturn III – Smash Mouth

Saucer Full of Secrets, A – Pink Floyd

Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun – 
Pink Floyd

Shine Silently – Ringo Starr & His All-Star Band

Shoot the Moon – Hugh Blumenfeld

Sleeping Satellite – Tasmin Archer

Space Cowboy – Steve Miller Band

Space Diva – Luscious Jackson

Space Rock – Anthony Rother 

Space Oddity – David Bowie

Space Truckin’ – Deep Purple

Space-Age Love Song – Flock of Seagulls

Spaceman – Harry Nilsson

Spaceman – Journey

Standing on the Moon – Grateful Dead

Star – David Bowie 

Star Trekkin – The Firm

Starman – David Bowie

Stare at the Sin – Blaze

Starship Trooper – Yes

Steller – Incubus

Sun and the Moon, The – The Pogues

Super Massive Black Hole – Muse

Teenagers from Mars – The Misfits

Telstar – The Ventures

Terraform – Randy VanWarmer

Third Stone from the Sun – Jimi Hendrix

To the Moon and Back – Savage Garden

Twinkle, Twinkle Litter Star

Up Up and Away – The 5th Dimension

Venus and Mars – Paul McCartney

Walking on the Moon – Police

Walking on the Sun – Smash Mouth

War of the Worlds – Jeff Wayne

We’re all Made of Stars – Moby

Weightlessness – Old 97’s

When Two Worlds Collide – Iron Maiden

Zero from Outer Space – Tom Petty

Ziggy Stardust – David Bowie
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2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 

2010 (1984) – sequel to 2001: A Space Odyssey 

3D Sun (2007)

Abbott and Costello Go to Mars (1953) 

Android (1982)

Andromeda Strain, The (1971) 

Apollo 13 (1995)

Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Across the 
8th Dimension, The (1984) 

Alien (1979) 

Aliens (1986) 

Alien 3 (1992) 

Alien Resurrection (1997) 

Angry Red Planet, The (1959) 

Armageddon (1998) 

Avatar (2009)

Babylon AD (2008) 

Barbarella (1968) 

Battle Beyond the Stars (1980) 

Battlestar Galactica (1978)

Black Hole, The (1979) 

Blue Planet (1990)

Capricorn One (1978) 

Conquest of Space (1955) 

Contact (1997) 

Chronicles of Riddick, The (2004) 

Cosmic Voyage (1996)

Cosmos (1974)

Dante 01 (2008) 

Dark Star (1974) 

Deep Impact (1998) 

Destination Moon (1950) 

Destiny in Space (1994)

Dracula 3000 (2004) 

Dream is Alive, The (1985)

Dune (1984) 

Enemy Mine (1985) 

E .T . the Extra-Terrestrial (1982) 

Event Horizon (1997) 

Explorers (1985) 

Fifth Element, The (1997) 

Farscape: The Peacekeeper Wars (2004) 

First Man into Space (1959) 

First Men in the Moon, The (1919) 

First Men in the Moon (1964) 

First Spaceship on Venus (1959) 

Flash Gordon (1980) 

Flight to Mars (1951) 

Forbidden Planet (1956) 

From the Earth to the Moon (1958) 

Galaxy of Terror (1981) 

Galaxy Quest (1999)

Ghosts of Mars (2001) 

Hail Columbia! (1982)

Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, The (2005)

Space-themed movies

IMAX released films bolded
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Hubble: Galaxies Across Space and Time (2004)

Independence Day (1996) 

Jason X (2002) 

Journey to the 7th Planet (1962) 

Journey to the Planets (1993)

L5: First City in Space (1996)

Last Starfighter, The (1984) 

Lifeforce (1985) 

Lost in Space (1998) 

Magnificent Desolation: Walking on the 
Moon (2005)

Marooned (1969) 

Mars Makeover (1997)

Metalstorm: The Destruction of Jared-Syn (1983) 

Mission to Mir (1997)

Missile to the Moon (1958) 

Mission to Mars (2000) 

Moon (2009)

Moon 44 (1990) 

Moonraker (1979) 

Moontrap (1989) 

Noah’s Ark Principle, The (1984) 

Next Stop Mars (2004)

Outland (1981) 

Pitch Black (2000) 

Postcards from the Future (2007)

Precious Find (1996) 

Project Moonbase (1953) 

Race to Space (2002) 

Red Planet (2000) 

Rocket Man (1997)

Roving Mars (2006)

Right Stuff, The (1983) 

Saturn 3 (1980) 

Serenity (2005) 

Silent Running (1972) 

Slaughterhouse Five (1972) 

Solar Crisis (1990) 

Solaris (1972) 

Solaris (2002) 

Spaceballs (1987) 

SpaceCamp (1986) 

Space Cowboys (2000) 

Space Elevator (2007)

Space Station 3D (2002)

Space Truckers (1996) 

Starship Troopers (1997) 

Star Trek (2009) 

Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1979) 

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan (1982) 

Star Trek III: The Search for Spock (1983) 

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986) 

Star Trek V: The Final Frontier (1989) 

Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (1991) 

Star Trek Generations (1994) 

IMAX released films bolded
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Star Trek: First Contact (1996) 

Star Trek: Insurrection (1998) 

Star Trek Nemesis (2002) 

Star Wars: The Clone Wars (2008) 

Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace 
(1999) 

Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones 
(2002) 

Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith (2005) 

Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope (1977) 

Star Wars Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back 
(1980) 

Star Wars Episode VI: Return of the Jedi (1983) 

Stargate (1994) 

Stargate: The Ark of Truth (2008) 

Stargate: Continuum (2008) 

Sunshine (2007) 

Superman (1978) 

Superman Returns (2006)

Supernova (2000) 

Terrornauts, The (1967) 

Titan A .E . (2000) 

To Be An Astronaut (1992)

Tomorrow in Space (1982)

Total Recall (1990) 

Trip to the Moon, A (1902, original title Le voyage 
dans la lune) 

Wall-E (2008)

IMAX released films bolded
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space-related websites

TyPE

General 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

General 

General 
 

Education 
 
 

Education 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Education 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SITE

NASA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NASA Kids 

Space 
 

Aerospace Guide 
 
 

Amazing Space 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Apollo Society 
 
 
 
 
 
 

URL

http://www .nasa .gov 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://kids .msfc .nasa .gov 

http://www .space .com 
 

http://aerospaceguide .net 
 
 

http://amazing-space .stsci .edu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://apollo-society .org 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DESCRIPTION

Complete guide to the 
National Aeronautics 
and Space Adminis-
tration with reference 
information that includes 
news & events, images, 
shuttle launches, teaching 
resources for educators, 
kid’s activities, space 
facts, and more .

A space website dedi-
cated to kids of all ages!

Space news, science, 
technology, entertain-
ment, etc .

Educational guide to 
help all space kids learn 
about all the various 
aspects of space .

Promotes science and 
majestic beauty of the 
universe for use in the 
classroom in addition 
to providing exclusive 
content on the Hubble 
Servicing Mission with 
images, videos, trivia, 
Q&A and more!

Non-profit educational 
and scientific research 
organization dedicated 
to the advancement of 
space exploration and 
the establishment of 
human communities 
beyond Earth .
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The European Space Agency 
(ESA) is Europe’s gateway to 
space . Its mission is to shape 
the development of Europe’s 
space capability and ensure 
that investment in space 
continues to deliver benefits to 
the citizens of Europe and the 
world . 

Bringing astronomy to the 
classroom . The programs 
are designed as a multi-cur-
riculum, hands-on approach 
to learning for both students 
and teachers . By integrating 
math, reading, creative writing 
and science, Kid’s Cosmos 
is helping educators prepare 
today’s youth for tomorrow’s 
challenges .

New York State’s first sci-
ence laboratory facility 
designed for K–12 teachers, 
students and their families . 
The programs listed are 
Kopernik’s “core” programs . 
Each lasts 60 minutes and 
targets grades 3–6 . These 
programs can be modified for 
other grade levels as well . In 
addition, specially designed 
programs can be created as 
requested by individual teach-
ers . All programs encourage 
students to “think and work 
like a scientist .”

Education

 
Education 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Education 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

European Space Agency 
(ESA)

Kid’s Cosmos  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kopernik Observatory 
and Science Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www .esa .int/esaCP/index .
html 

http://kidscosmos .org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www .kopernik .org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TyPE SITE URL DESCRIPTION
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The Planetary Society’s ever-
expanding website contains 
more than 2,000 pages of 
news and information about 
space exploration and 
hundreds of photos, 
artwork and other graphics .

Not-for-profit corporation 
dedicated to engaging 
students in science, math, 
and technology by using the 
excitement of space explo-
ration . Space Education 
Initiatives is actively involved 
in providing educational pro-
grams, professional develop-
ment opportunities, and tech-
nical and content support to 
K–12 teachers throughout 
the country . Our mission is 
to improve science, math, 
and technology education 
by using space exploration 
to inspire teachers, students, 
and the general public .

Committed to bringing 
excitement and challenges of 
space exploration into class-
rooms worldwide . Space 
Explorers promotes discov-
ery, inquiry, and analysis 
by offering standards-based 
curricula, mission simulations, 
and experiments that incor-
porate actual NASA data . 
Through these Internet-based 
programs, the company 
strives to inspire a new gen-
eration of explorers to pursue 
careers in science, math and 
technology .

Education 
 
 
 
 
 

Education 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Education 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Planetary Society 
 
 
 
 
 

Space Education Initiatives 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Space Explorers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://planetary .org/home 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www .spaceed .org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www .space-explorers .com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TyPE SITE URL DESCRIPTION
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Covers space from earth to 
the edge of the universe . 
Great site for trivia . Also 
includes a webpage 
dedicated to Hubble and 
the repair missions .

Offers links to many useful 
astronomy pages including 
moon schedules, tide 
predictions, skywatch, 
discussion forums, etc .

Fascinating facts about our 
universe .

Education 
 
 
 
 

Fun Facts 
 
 
 

Fun Facts

Space Today Online 
 
 

 
 
Astronomy Center 
 
 
 

Galactic Facts

http://spacetoday .org 
 
 
 

 
http://www .almanac .com/astronomy 
 
 
 

http://backwoodsbound .com/ffspace .html

TyPE SITE URL DESCRIPTION


